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bizhub 751 sets to transit into powerful stylish MFP:
Serves as a centralized and secured device to manage and fulfill office requirements.
bizhub 751 creates a new breakthrough technology via several new enhancements found in MFPs. In terms of
design, the infoline designed device has upgraded to a large 8.5-inch full colour LCD control panel which
allows for a range of convenient viewing angles. This helps users to locate documents efficiently. It can cover a
print speed up to 75 black and white pages per minute.
Classified under MFPs, it contains an extensive range of security features and powerful built in systems. This
new set of security features are targeted to gain user recognition with tremendous improvement. Security
features include biometric, IC Card authentication and improved PDF encryption. Biometric and IC Card
authentication can be used by registered users who need to print securely. Under Biometric option, users’
unique finger vein pattern can be traced and it eliminates the need for passwords. This is a convenient way to
use the device. If you choose to use IC Card, information can be updated easily. Improved PDF encryption
allows users who wish for further security protection in hard disk drive. They have the option of using HDD
password lock, data encryption and random erase format so that information will not be leaked out to external
parties. All these features are optional for selection.
In terms of storage, this new machine can store more data since HDD memory has increased to 60GB. The
most important feature of bizhub 751 lies in the Gigabit Ethernet interface up to 1000 Base-TX network
connection. bizhub open API technology offers a unified platform for seamless integration of 3rd party software.
Direct Printing can be done via PageScope or USB. Users can easily access USB port in front of machine to
print directly via USB. The PageScope DirectPrint allows users to drag and drop PDF/TIFF/XPS files into an
icon to print them automatically. Under this new model, encrypted PDF, XPS direct print can be selected as one
of the options. Another important application PageScope Enterprise Suite allows authorised users to track all
devices, enhances network security and to monitor the network
activity.
For retrieval convenience from HDD, One of the options is to
utilise Scan to USB device whereby scanned data in main unit
from HDD to USB memory devices can be found. As a result,
scanned data may be conveniently shared among authenticated
users.
This model is especially useful for users who demand for full
security enabled functions in MFPs which can help medium to
large offices to achieve high product reliability and durability.
The device can integrate speedy output time with robust security
features and flexible networking into a powerful centre office
machine which offers a unique solution to the most pressing
demands for enterprises in any line of business. To various
consumers, this can be considered as one good option who is
concerned with security and print cost.
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About Konica Minolta Business Solutions (S) Pte Ltd
Konica Minolta Business Solutions is in charge of the sales and marketing functions of bizhub line series
multifunctional copiers and printers. Having established in Singapore for more than 30 years, Konica Minolta is
a key supplier of full colour and black-&-white digital copier and printer solutions which provide prompt
on-field support by a team of professionally-trained Service Technicians.
In an attempt to further boost the team spirit of the corporation, we have introduced a new Konica Minolta
slogan called simply BOLD. Konica Minolta wants to take up the challenge to make innovative ideas happen.
The first step is to come up with ways which result in discarding outdated thinking and ineffective behavior.
Next, the employees must inspire each other by sharing concrete ideas on how to replace outdated habits with
bold new innovations. Both steps constitute the idea of simply BOLD in order to realize the full potential of
Konica Minolta. This campaign will ensure that the right direction is taken towards a bold move in the future
and a platform to communicate our ideas.
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